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Understanding the impact of cyber risk on your company’s value is a primary responsibility for stakeholders 
in any organization. Executives and Board Members should ensure a Cyber Risk Strategy is in place that 
addresses two primary objectives:

1. To quickly detect, identify and respond to potential and actual cyber threats that 
may negatively affect the organization’s Enterprise Value

2. To cost-effectively manage and minimize the impact of the threat according to 
the organization’s Appetite for Risk 

Objectives:
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Risk Strategies

Accept:  Accepting risk is 
a business decision that 
reflects the willingness of an 
organization to assume the risk. 
This does not mean accepting 
an unknown risk, but rather 
accepting a known risk. For example, a disk encryption proposal to 
prevent the theft of data from the organization’s PCs may not be 
approved and the risk accepted because it is: 

1. Perceived a low risk

2. Expensive and there are current budget constraints 

There are four strategies for addressing your identified risks. Some may 
argue that there is a fifth strategy—to “Ignore” the risks. In reality, this 
position accepts all risk and may result in the destruction of the business. 

Mitigate:  Mitigating risk reduces the likelihood of a cyber 
incident from occurring and minimizes the consequences in 
the event that a breach occurs.  Strategies include system 
hardening, redundancy, monitoring and incident response 
plans. For example, a next 
generation firewall and cyber 
security monitoring might 
reduce the likelihood of a major 
data breach; while, data loss 
protection (DLP) tools might 
reduce the loss of data if a 
breach happens.

Avoid:  Avoiding risk is the most difficult and costly strategy to 
implement.  These strategies center on “How” business is conducted 
and/or fundamentally changing the way technology is used.  If 
accepting credit card payments presents risk to the organization, 

then avoiding this risk may 
be considered. However, not 
accepting credit cards is likely an 
unacceptable business strategy. 
An example where Avoidance 
could be an acceptable strategy 
would involve disabling the USB 
port on all computers to avoid 
unauthorized downloads of 
sensitive data to USB drives.

Transfer:  Transferring risk can 
take various forms including cyber 
liability insurance and service 
level agreement (SLA) based 
outsourced services.  Specifically, 
for cyber liability insurance, 

organization could consider a policy that cost-effectively reduces 
their risk to an acceptable level (i.e. reducing the financial exposure 
in the event of a breach).  

Mitigate

Accept

Avoid

Transfer

RISK
STRATEGIES
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Risk Response Process

Implement the strategies balancing the cost of action 
with the probability of loss, the impact of the risk, and 
the threshold of acceptable loss.

Understanding your risk is the first step in determining 
how you want to handle it:

A) Quantify the impact

B) Estimate the probability

Next decide on what risks to address and how:

A) Establish policy on acceptable loss

B) Prioritize the risk profile based on impact and 
probability

C) Quantify the cost of addressing the highest 
priorities with one or more of the four strategies

1. Understanding Risk

3. Implementing Solutions

2. Addressing Risk
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Unauthorized Wire Transfer
(Arizona Small Business Case Study)

Company maintains multiple commercial deposit accounts with Bank.  The CFO uses her company laptop on 
her home network, nightly.  She allows her children to use the laptop occasionally for homework including 
surfing for information and occasional online gaming.  The laptop is compromised while on the home network 
with a host of malware including keyboard loggers, remote access tool kits and rootkits.  

The laptop is then brought to the office and connected to the local area network and the malware is 
automatically spread to other company-owned machines. The office network lacked the basic security controls 
to identify the malware and is also open to outside access.  Over a period of time, unidentified 3rd parties 
use the compromised laptop and unsecured network to collect financial credentials including usernames, 
passwords, challenge questions and account information. The same 3rd parties gain access to bank accounts, 
reset passwords and change contact methods and phone numbers.  

On a Friday afternoon close to wire deadline, 3rd Parties use compromised credentials to initiate a $300,000 
funds transfer to an intermediate location in US for subsequent wire to an Eastern European destination. 
Standard bank procedures to validate the wire request (phone confirmation) were followed.  Company 
becomes aware of the transfer on Monday morning when advised by Bank of a large overdraft. 

Company files for a fraud loss claim.  Bank denies the claim. Company asserts impropriety of Bank for failing 
to recognize the voice of the authorized party for the wire transfer.  Bank asserts that it followed appropriate 
procedures and loss stems from Company’s gross negligence.  Never adjudicated. 

Risk Response:  

• Mitigate: Company engages a cyber security consultant to audit systems and procedures.  
Company deploys recommended remediations including tightened remote access procedures, 
improved malware protection and cyber security monitoring.

• Transfer:  Company acquires Cyber Liability Insurance Policy (if this policy had been in place, 
approximately half of their loss would have been covered).
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USB Drive Data Theft
(Arizona Law Firm Case Study)

Law Firm is having difficulties with a new attorney member. Rumors swirl that the affected attorney is 
planning to leave and establish a competitive firm and take his clients with him.  

The IT department is running Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and Data Loss 
Protection (DLP) software.  After hours one evening, the cyber security company monitoring the software 
receives an alert showing the exfiltration of 16 GB of data from sensitive client database records. 

Cyber Company immediately notifies IT department, who then notifies Human Resources of suspected 
theft of firm data. HR advises the managing partner of the firm.  Managing Partner advises that only a 
portion of the data relates to an approved settlement involving the resignation of the affected attorney. 
Managing Partner meets with Exiting Attorney about return of unauthorized data downloaded. 

Situation resolved amicably. 

Risk Response:  

• Mitigate:  Firm already had cyber security monitoring in place which helped 
mitigate the risk in this scenario. Exit interview checklist process was improved 
following the incident.

• Avoid:  Firm locked down all USB ports to eliminate future unauthorized 
downloads of data using USB devices.  Approval process and mechanism for data 
downloads was modified to increase security. 
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Spear Phishing / Social Engineering
(Arizona Financial Services Firm Case Study)

The CEO of a multi-branch financial services firm plans to attend a national business conference. CEO 
is also the majority owner of the company. CEO posts his arrival at the conference on social media.  
Online agendas suggest that CEO will be inaccessible most mornings during the week.  Online attackers 
(“perpetrators”) conduct recon on the company from the company website and other industry sources.  
Company website features photos, backgrounds, job functions, outside memberships and email 
addresses of all executive personnel.  The firm routinely emails lenders and brokers in the marketplace. 

An accounting department employee whose job function is to process banking transfers receives a 
credible, properly formatted e-mail apparently from CEO requesting an immediate wire transfer of $50K 
to a bank account in Los Angeles for a confidential private matter he is working on.  The email requests 
that the employee keep the matter confidential and he will explain when he returns.  Employee attempts 
to contact CEO but is unable.  

Employee does not want to anger CEO, so he processes the paperwork for the transfer. Just before 
confirming the wire with the bank, Employee has second thoughts and contacts his supervisor who 
advises he immediately terminate the wire.  A telephone number (spoofed) from Los Angeles calls 
the employee to check on the wire status.  Employee hangs up.  The matter is reported to local law 
enforcement.  In later discussions, CEO confirms that he did not request the wire transfer. Company 
tightens wire transfer processes and procedures. 

The incident is documented and closed.

Risk Response:  

• Mitigate/Avoid: Company implemented monthly security awareness training for 
employees, and it pays off.  Employee’s second thought about the wire transfer 
prevents a potential $50K loss.
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Wireless Network Compromise
 (Arizona Education Case Study)

Students at a private middle/high school are permitted to connect their personal wireless 
devices to the school computer network to share and collaborate on school assignments.  
Outsourced Security Operations detects the presence of a highly-virulent piece of 
malware on the network capable of causing extreme damage to internal resources and 
possibly infecting parents’ computers when the students later return home and connect 
their devices to their home WiFi networks. 

Security Operations correlates the source of the infection to a device with an active 
IP address assigned in the campus’ wireless network.  Security Operations further 
triangulates the location of the IP address to the student library. Using the mapping 
services of the wireless device, Security Operations pinpoints the infected device to a 
student within the north side of the library.  On-premise IT personnel approach the 
student.  The Chinese foreign exchange student is using a smartphone that he used 
during a recent trip back to China.  Unbeknownst to the student, the smartphone was 
infected during his visit overseas. 

The phone was powered off and confiscated.

Risk Response:  

• Mitigate: Outsourced Security Operations and internal IT team contained the malware 
before further spread.  No further damage was reported.



About WGM
Helping small and medium-sized organizations 

grow through the use of technology

WGM’s cyber security experts deliver consulting 
services aligned with your business requirements, 
including: cyber security policy development, 
business risk assessments, security health checks, 
vulnerability analyses, penetration testing, SIEM 
monitoring, physical security audits, industry 
compliance audits, awareness education and IT 
governance. These services are available separately 
or may be bundled into a single managed security 
service agreement where our team proactively 
manages and improves our clients’ IT environment 
and security posture—24x7. 

WGM stabilizes, manages, secures and optimizes 
the technology infrastructures of small and 
medium-sized businesses. WGM’s solutions include 
expert delivery and integration of hardware, 
software, services and cloud solutions from 
many of the industry’s leading providers. We are 
proficient at understanding unique business and 
security requirements and applying enterprise-
class best practices to smaller IT environments 
— making clients’ infrastructures more reliable, 
predictable, affordable and secure. At WGM, we 
strive to continually enhance your organization’s 
enterprise value.
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It’s pretty obvious from the diversity of these stories that no industry is immune or protected from every 
cyber risk—and no small or medium-sized organization can be aware of every risk or criminal action that 
could jeopardize their business. 

Selecting an experienced Cyber Security Consultant to professionally manage your network security; 
develop appropriate policies and procedures; and analyze your risk is a great way to protect your business 
from falling victim to a threat that you didn’t even know existed. 

In the end, your solution for limiting risk will likely include an appropriate balance of Mitigate, Avoid, Accept 
and Transfer strategies, along with some hardware, software and services to protect your organization.

Next Steps:

Call WGM at 480-579-2881 or visit www.wgmllc.com for details on our Consulting and Managed Security 
Services.

http://wgmllc.com
http://wgmllc.com

